afternoon at four, in Rogers 11, all glad to contribute, as provoker of CHARLES T. BARTLETT, 1906, Technology.

during the college year (from September to June), together to talk over good plays curt-

ested in play-going, and., pthing has
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Friday, March 3, 1905,

WILLIAM A. MORSE, Printer, 120 Summer St., Baa.

To the Editors of The Tech:

I have for some years been interested in play-going, and getting has been, to me more interesting than to talk over with the Tech man, by whose side I might happen to stand, the charm of this actress the fun of that actor, or the meaning of the piece, or the meaning of the piece. Plays have a particular appeal to us, here at the Institute, in an especially lively way, the effect it would take hours of read-

ing in a novel to produce; and no comments could be more pungent, no appreciation more quick, no discussion more lively, than those good play adores in a Tech crowd. So I have for some time a pet hope that fellows might care occasionally to get to-

tgether to talk over good plays cur-

rent or to come and thus to keep one

May I ask, then, to meet Friday

afternoon at four, in Rogers 11, all fellows who would enjoy some such informal Playgoers' gathering? I